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EVENTS, INCIDENTS & OPERATIONS

Top 10 container lines: How did rankings change
during boom?
Alphaliner fleet data highlights gains of MSC and CMA CGM, decline of Cosco
By : Greg Miller

The MSC JADE eastbound transitting the Singapore Strait
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
Container shipping lines reaped massive windfalls during the COVID-era consumer boom. Different ocean carriers pursued
different fleet strategies in 2020-22, from aggressively maximizing market exposure on one hand to keeping capacity flat
or even reducing it on the other. The liner bonanza isn’t over yet — high contract rates should keep outsized profits
flowing well into this year. But with the historic super-cycle winding down, it’s time to take stock of how fleets evolved
over the past three years. Alphaliner released its overview of 2022 fleet changes on Tuesday. Together with Alphaliner’s
historical records, the data shows that the aggregate market share of the top 10 lines has stayed steady through the
super-cycle — now at 85% of the global fleet versus 84% in early 2020 — but with big changes among individual players.
There are “major discrepancies between the ‘gainers’ and ‘losers,’” said Alphaliner.
The big gainers
Between Jan. 1, 2020, and Jan. 1, 2023, Alphaliner data shows the top 10 liners increased aggregate capacity by 2.6
million twenty-foot equivalent units or 13%. Five companies drove the gains.
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MSC: Switzerland’s Mediterranean Shipping Co (MSC) — the world’s largest carrier since surpassing Maersk last January
— has been the biggest gainer in terms of absolute capacity. Its capacity is up 832,324 TEUs or 22% over the three-year
period. According to Alphaliner, MSC increased capacity by 7.5% in 2022, primarily through second-hand acquisitions. It
boosted capacity by 10.7% in 2021 through a combination of second-hand acquisitions, charters and newbuild deliveries.\
CMA CGM: France’s CMA CGM is now the world’s third-largest liner operator, up from fourth place pre-pandemic.

The LNG powered CMA CGM JACQUES SAADE at pilot boarding ground “A” off Singapore
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
CMA CGM grew the second fastest in terms of TEUs after MSC. It hiked capacity by 697,327 TEUs or 26% over the past
three years. A portion of that growth was fortuitous timing, courtesy of newbuilds delivered in 2020-21 that were ordered
before the boom. Capacity rose 7.1% last year.
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HMM: The third-largest gainer in 2020-22 was South Korea’s HMM. Even more so than CMA CGM, this was not a result of
COVID-era fleet strategy but just good timing.

The HMM DUBLIN westbound navigating the Singapore Strait
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
Capacity has risen 427,839 TEUs since pre-pandemic. However, most of that growth was front-loaded in 2020, as the
result of 12 newbuilding deliveries and the return of nine ships that came off charters, Alphaliner reported at the time.
HMM’s growth stalled in 2022, with capacity declining 0.4% year on year.HMM is now the world’s eighth-largest carrier,
up from 10th place in January 2020. Over the past three years, it has grown capacity in percentage terms more than any
other in the top 10 — 110% — albeit off a comparatively small base.
Evergreen: Taiwan’s Evergreen, the world’s sixth-largest carrier (it was seventh largest in 2020), grew capacity by 30%
or 385,297 TEUs during the super-cycle period. Virtually all of that growth came in 2021-22.

The EVER ALOT during her maiden voyage spotted transiting the Singapore Strait on July 14th 2022
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo to view and/or download the photo !
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“Evergreen last year took no fewer than 20 newbuildings,” wrote Alphaliner. In 2021, Evergreen’s growth was also driven
by newbuilds, with 14 new vessels entering service.
Zim: While several lines grew due to newbuilds ordered pre-pandemic, others specifically increased capacity to take
advantage of the booming freight market. One was MSC, which grew predominantly by buying second-hand ships.
Another was Israel’s Zim (NYSE: ZIM), the 10th-largest carrier, which used a different strategy: chartering tonnage.
According to the Alphaliner data, Zim’s capacity surged by 241,520 TEUs or 83% between Jan. 1, 2020, and Jan. 1, 2023,
making it the second-fastest grower in percentage terms after HMM. It increased capacity by 29% last year, the highest
percentage gain of 2022 among the top 10. According to Alphaliner, Zim was “particularly active in the charter market,
since ending its cooperation with the 2M partners [Maersk and MSC] on the Asia-Med and Asia-West Coast North America
routes meant [it] needed some extra tonnage to maintain a strong presence in these trades.”

The MAERSK HANOI eastbound navigating the Singapore Strait
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo to view and/or download the photo !
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The moderate gainers — and the losers
The other five carriers in the top 10 have either grown moderately during the COVID era or dropped capacity.
Hapag-Lloyd and Yang Ming: Germany’s Hapag-Lloyd, the fifth-largest liner operator, increased capacity by 1.8% last year
and by 64,800 TEUs or 4% over the past three years. At No. 9, Taiwan’s Yang Ming upped capacity by 60,724 TEUs or
9% since pre-pandemic. It was the eighth-largest carrier in early 2020.
Maersk: Denmark’s Maersk, the world’s second-largest carrier, has kept capacity effectively flat over the past three years
(up 0.6%). Maersk had long been the largest liner operator in the world until it was usurped by MSC a year ago.
“Our strategy is not to gain market share in ocean [shipping],” former Maersk CEO Soren Skou said on the company’s
latest conference call. “We’re not really defining ourselves anymore in terms of ocean volumes. Our strategy is to gain
share of our customers’ wallet of logistics spend.” Maersk’s capacity fell 61,705 TEUs or 1.4% last year.
“The company had to redeliver a significant amount of chartered tonnage,” said Alphaliner. “These ships were either sold
second-hand or fixed to rival carriers, which were prepared to pay higher charter rates or accept longer charter periods.”
ONE and Cosco: Japan’s Ocean Network Express (ONE), the world’s seventh-largest carrier — down from sixth prepandemic — reduced capacity by 0.8% last year, according to Alphaliner. Since January 2020, ONE’s capacity has fallen
by 52,447 TEUs or 3%, the second-largest TEU fall among the top 10.

The ONE AMAZON handling boxes in Rio Grande Photo : Marcelo Vieira (c)
The carrier with the biggest TEU drop over the past three years was China’s state-owned Cosco, shedding 66,171 TEUs or
2%. It’s now the fourth-largest liner operator, pushed from the third-place slot by CMA CGM in 2021.
“The Cosco Group, including OOCL, is an interesting case since the Chinese carrier’s fleet has shrunk for the second year
in a row,” Alphaliner said. “After having reduced capacity by 3.2% in 2021, the Chinese group last year saw another 2.1%
decline in operated capacity.”
Newbuilds en route for top 10 lines
Changes in operating fleet size during the COVID era are only part of the story. Another is the orderbook. Ocean carriers
used profits from the consumer boom to contract a massive wave of new ships for delivery in 2023 and beyond. MSC has
by far the largest orderbook, with more than double the capacity under construction of any other carrier group. According
to the latest data from Alphaliner, MSC has 1.73 million TEUs on order, equating to 38% of its on-the water fleet. Cosco
has the second-most tonnage on order (884,272 TEUs), followed by CMA CGM (689,257 TEUs).
In terms of the orderbook-to-fleet ratio, Zim leads the pack, with 378,034 TEUs on order, equating to 71% of its on-thewater capacity.In aggregate, the top 10 liner operators have 5.5 million TEUs on order equating to 25% of their existing
operating capacity.Current cargo demand projections do not support the fleet growth implied by this many orders. Rather,
the new deliveries, whether owned or chartered, would to a certain extent replace existing vessels in the fleet. Carriers
could sell or scrap currently owned ships and/or let existing charters expire to make room for the more cost-efficient
newbuilds. Zim CFO Xavier Destriau pointed out on his company’s latest conference call that existing charters are
“bridging our current operating capacity to the scheduled delivery of chartered newbuild vessels.” He noted that Zim has
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62 chartered vessels up for renewal during the period when it will take delivery of 46 chartered newbuilds. “There are a
lot of options for us to entertain as we take delivery of those ships,” Destriau said. Source : Freightwaves

BUGSIER 4 AND BUGSIER 6 SOLD TO CAMEROON

Photo : Eckard – THB www.dvvmedia.com
The Hamburg tugboat company Fairplay Towage has sold the two sister ships “Bugsier 4” and “Bugsier 6”, which entered
the Fairplay fleet six years ago as part of the merger with the Bugsier towage company. The two so-called Rotor-Tugs
were built in 2008 by ASL Marine in Singapore based on designs by the Dutch company Kooren Shipbuilding & Trading.
They were then shipped to Northern Europe by heavy lift ship. The 26 meter long tugs have been used in port assistance
in the north German seaports in recent years, but also for sea towing, for example in the offshore industry.
The two tugs, each with a pulling power of 80 tons, have been offered for sale on various websites by ship brokers in
recent weeks at a sales price of 4.5 million US dollars each. The new owner is now Fako Shipping from Cameroon in West
Africa, which intends to use the two tugs in the future under the names "FAKO NAMME MENYOLI 1" and "FAKO
NAMME MENYOLI 2" in the port of Douala. So far, mainly foreign concessionaires such as Boluda Towage have been
active there, but they have been terminated. For some years now, as part of a port reform in Cameroon, services
previously provided by foreign companies have been transferred to local companies and carried out by them. The two
tugboats are currently docked at the USM pier in Kaiserhafen I in Bremerhaven, the old ship names have already been
replaced. Now the tugs are being prepared there for the transfer trip. The Dutch company Redwise Maritime Services
will transfer the tugs on their own keel to the approximately 5,000 nautical miles long route to West Africa. Source :
well/CE
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CORRECTION ON CAPTION UNDER PHOTO

Earlier this week in newsletter 006 a photo could seen with 2 Bonn & Mees
sheerlegs MATADOR & MATADOR 2 working on a new craneboom in at the
Huisman premises in the Wilton harbour in Schiedam it appeared that this
crane boom was NOT the craneboom for the AEOLUS but a crane boom for
DEME, the AEOLUS craneboom was shifted earlier from the Wilton harbour to
the Mammoet quayside the HEBOLIFT 10 (ex TAKLIFT 4) removed the old
boom as seen in yesterday newsletter from the AEOLUS at Damen-Verolme
Shiprepair (photo left) in Rotterdam Botlek
With thanks to Henk Verhoeven - Nautiq All Solutions bv YOUR
RELIABLE PARTNER FOR MARITIME SOLUTIONS for the information
supplied

The new craneboom for the AEOLUS arriving at Damen Verolme for installation later this week.
Photo : Willem Holtkamp (c)
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The BRAHMS inbound passing the Hoek van Holland breakwaters arriving from Le Havre Photo : Zino Twigt (c)

Weak vessel demand drags Baltic index to near 4month low

The CAPE KASOS off Rio Grande Photo : Marcelo Vieira ©
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The Baltic Exchange’s dry bulk sea freight index extended its decline to hit a near four-month low on Thursday, weighed
down by weaker demand across vessel segments as shipping activity remained low. The overall index, which factors in
rates for capesize, panamax and supramax shipping vessels carrying dry bulk commodities, lost 30 points, or 2.6%, to
1,146, its lowest since Sept. 7.The capesize index dropped 12 points, or 0.8%, to a one-month low of 1,504. Average
daily earnings for capesizes, which typically transport 150,000-tonne cargoes such as coal and steel-making ingredient
iron ore, decreased $102 to $12,473.

The bulker WADI SAFAGA outbound navigating the Westerschelde passing De Schoone Waardin (Zeedijk Ritthem)
Photo : Kees Murre (c)
“After a relatively inactive Christmas period in terms of fixing activity, the year starts off with rates coming off,” shipbroker
Fearnleys said in its weekly note, referring to the capesize segment. Expectations to the first part of the new year are
rather low, whilst the general sentiment is rather positive to the second half of the year, it added.Dalian and Singapore
iron ore futures fell on Thursday, pressured by worries about demand prospects in top steel producer China, as a surge in
COVID infections hit domestic economic activity. The panamax index fell 46 points, or about 3.3%, to 1,332, its lowest
since Sept. 5.Average daily earnings for panamaxes, which usually carry coal or grain cargoes of about 60,000 tonnes to
70,000 tonnes, decreased $414 to $11,986. The supramax index shed 41 points to $871, its lowest in more than two
years. Source: Reuters

ADNOC to spend $15 billion on energy-transition
projects over next decade

By : Anthony Di Paola
The United Arab Emirates is earmarking $15 billion for energy-transition projects over the rest of the decade as the Middle
Eastern oil producer seeks to burnish its green credentials ahead of hosting a key global climate summit. Abu Dhabi
National Oil Co. will make the investments, the government said in a statement on Jan. 5. The state-owned company will
look at international partnerships and carbon capture as part of its expansion of a cleaner-energy unit established last
year. ADNOC said in November that it would boost investments on all energy over the next five years — including oil — to
$150 billion. It plans several announcements over the next several months on its efforts to become greener. So far, its
main focus is on cutting emissions and shifting to cleaner energy use at home while still exporting hydrocarbons and
products they’re refined into.Dubai will host the United Nation’s COP28 climate change conference in November and
December, drawing heads of state, scientists and business leaders. The UAE has said that oil-producing countries and
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companies must be part of the climate change debate and that there should also be discussions about energy security
and affordability. Source : Bloomberg

Washington Island Fire Rescue Uses a Ferry to Battle
a Fire
By : Ryan Brahm

“There are not many departments
that use a ferry as part of their tool
box.”That comment was made by
Captain Gary Schultz of Washington
Island Fire Rescue following a rather
unique situation in the Door County
community Tuesday morning.A fire
broke out at a home on an island,
requiring the mainland fire crews to
utilize the Washington Island Ferry
called “MADONNA”.Fire engines
were loaded onto “MADONNA” and
transported to the island at around
8:30 a.m. Crews were able to bring
the fire under control by around 2:00
p.m No word on any injuries at this
time. Source : seehafernews

Egypt: Over 23K ships transit Suez Canal in 2022

The Chairman of the Suez Canal Authority (SCA), Osama Rabie, said a total of 23,583 ships transited the international
waterway in 2022, a year-on-year (YoY) increase of 15%. This resulted in a record return for the canal by the end of
2022 with about $8 billion, a rise of 25% over 2021, according to an official statement. The positive results were driven
by the digging of the new Suez Canal and ongoing efforts to continue the stages of the canal’s development strategy,
which reflected on an increase in its total capacity. In 2021, a total of 20,694 ships crossed the canal, up from about
18,830 ships in 2020. Source: Mubasher

Transocean awards drilling rig contracts and
extensions worth $488 million

Transocean Ltd. announced contract awards or extensions for five of its drilling rigs on Jan. 4. Together, the fixtures
represent approximately $488 million of firm backlog.
Deepwater Invictus, an ultra-deepwater drillship, was awarded a new three-well contract with an estimated 100-day
duration in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico with an independent operator. The contract contributes an estimated $43 million in
backlog and is expected to commence in direct continuation of the rig’s current program. Transocean Barents, a harsh
environment semi-submersible, was awarded a new one-well contract with an estimated 110-day duration in the U.K.
North Sea with a major operator. The contract contributes an estimated $34 million in backlog and is expected to
commence in the first quarter of 2023.
Additionally, Harbour Energy exercised the third option on its U.K. North Sea contract with Paul B. Loyd, Jr., a harsh
environment semi-submersible, for eight P&A wells. This adds an estimated $48 million in backlog. The additional term is
expected to last 275 days and extends the contract to the third quarter of 2024.
In Norway, certain previously disclosed options under the Transocean Norge contract with Wintershall DEA and OMV have
now been added to the backlog. The incremental term is expected to last 773 days and contribute an estimated $331
million to the backlog.
Finally, TotalEnergies exercised a one-well option on its contract with Development Driller III, an ultra-deepwater
semi-submersible, working in Suriname. The incremental well is expected to last 90 days and contribute an estimated $32
million in backlog. Source : worldoil
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New class sign for deck carriers
By : Adis Ajdin

UNITED WIND LOGISTICS Module Deck Carriers BRAVEWIND and BOLDWIND berthed at GLOBAL ENERGY
GROUP`s Nigg Energy Park. The Windturbine Components are for the MORAY EAST OWF.
Photo : David Meek (c)
DNV has created a new ship type notation for deck carriers to accelerate the classification of this emerging ship type
needed in growing numbers to transport the oversized components of current and next-generation offshore wind turbines.
Since no existing ship class described these vessels adequately, they had to be classed individually in the past.As the
energy transition picks up speed and wind turbine sizes continue to grow, these specialised ships play a key role in
transporting rotor blades and tower sections that are too large to fit into the cargo holds of conventional multipurpose or
heavy-lift vessels. “On conventional multipurpose vessels, cargo cannot be stacked very high on deck because it will
obstruct the line of sight from the bridge in the aft section. This is why the superstructure on a deck carrier is positioned
at the front, with the cargo behind it,” explained Jan Rüde, ship type expert MPV, hull structure and outfitting at DNV.
“What is more, hatch covers on most MPVs are not strong enough to support the weight of several sets of blades or very
heavy windmill components,” he added.With a front deckhouse, a large, open, low-lying deck space instead of a cargo
hold, and strong hull and deck reinforcements, this ship type can carry cargo of nearly any size, such as blades stacked
several layers high, without obstructing the line of sight from the bridge.The first vessels bearing DNV’s deck carrier class
sign, BoldWind and BraveWind, are both owned by United Wind Logistics (UWL) and operated by Vestas on long-term
charter, primarily between the Vestas rotor blade factory in Nakskov, Denmark, and various European ports or wind farm
sites. Source : Splash 247
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LPG-vessel EPIC BONAIRE is here passing Rozenburg bound for Shin Etsu in Rotterdam Chemiehaven for loading her
cargo of 5.900 mton of Vinyl \Chloride Monemer with destination Shin-Etsu Aveiro in Portugal. In the background you can
see the tug VARNEBANK and Historic tug ELBE moored in the harbour of Maassluis
Photo : Arie van Oudheusden (c)

China and Philippines agree to ‘manage
differences’ on South China Sea

By Kathleen Magramo, CNN
Chinese leader Xi Jinping and his Philippine counterpart Ferdinand Marcos Jr. have agreed to strengthen economic ties
and resume talks on oil exploration, as they look to revive their economies amid the pandemic downturn and friction over
contested areas of the South China Sea. Xi met with Marcos Jr. on Wednesday during the Philippine President’s first state
visit to Beijing, where the two leaders agreed to “appropriately manage differences,” according to a joint statement
released Thursday. The statement said the leaders had an “in-depth and candid” discussion about the situation in the
South China Sea and “reaffirmed the importance of maintaining and promoting peace and stability in the region.” During
the talks, Manila and Beijing also agreed to resume negotiations on oil and gas exploration in the South China Sea that
were halted last June due to constitutional challenges and issues of sovereignty.
Marcos Jr. had previously said his country would pursue oil and gas exploration in the South China Sea even without a
deal with China, which claims almost all of the 1.3 million square mile South China Sea as its own, though other
territories, including the Philippines, have competing – and sometimes overlapping – claims on certain areas. The South
China Sea has long been a source of tension between Manila and Beijing, and relations were further strained in December
when the Philippines Department of National Defense expressed “great concern” about the presence of Chinese vessels in
the contested waterway.
The Philippines has repeatedly accused the Chinese vessels of harassing Filipino fishers in the region, and in a statement
released Wednesday, Marcos Jr. says he raised the issue with Xi during their meeting in Beijing. In the statement, Marcos
Jr. said Xi promised to “find a solution” that would allow Philippine fishermen to operate in the Southeast Asian country’s
natural fishing grounds. “We also discussed what we can do to move forward, to avoid any possible mistakes,
misunderstandings that could trigger a bigger problem than what we already have,” he added. To that end, the countries
announced plans to set up a direct line of communication between their maritime departments.
In the Philippines’ statement, Marcos Jr. said that Xi vowed to extend assistance to the Philippines including agriculture,
infrastructure and maritime security, with both sides inking a total of 14 bilateral agreements. Xi also promised wideranging cooperation opportunities with the Philippines, including support for Chinese investment to the Philippines, and
helping its neighbor to develop agricultural technology, basic education, meteorology and space, and vaccine research,
China’s Foreign Ministry said.The Philippines has long been balancing America’s strategic interest in the Pacific alongside
China’s geopolitical and economic rise. While the Philippines is a longstanding defense ally of the United States, previous
leader Rodrigo Duterte sought closer relations with China during his six years in power, setting aside its territorial spat in
exchange for Chinese investments. Marcos Jr.’s Beijing trip comes after US Vice President Kamala Harris visited the
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Philippines in November, where she reaffirmed Washington’s “unwavering” commitment to its ally.During that visit, Harris
and Marcos Jr. discussed 21 new projects funded by the United States, including more defense sites around the
Philippines. Source : CNN

CLICK st the banner to see the Shoretension in action https://shoretension.com/

Japan’s big three lines brace for challenging year
ahead

By: Sam Chambers
As is customary in the first week of January, the heads of Japan’s big three shipping lines have given new year addresses,
all three men urging caution on prospects for 2023 after a bumper 2022. After a year in which containerships, LNG
tankers and car carriers all registered all-time high rates, Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK), Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (K Line) and
Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) are on course to post record results for their latest financial year, which ends on March 31.

The NYK NEBULA navigating the Mississippi River approaching New Orleans

Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c) CLICK at the photo to view and/or download the photo !

Nevertheless, the three shipping giants, who together control more than 1,500 ships, are bracing for a far more
challenging markets environment in 2023.
“Global trends in 2023 will differ from those of the past two years,” said NYK president Hitoshi Nagasawa. “The
prolonged impact of covid-19, soaring energy prices, inflation worldwide, and the following monetary squeeze triggered
by the Russia-Ukraine conflict are causing concern about an economic recession. With consumer spending slumping in
Europe and other parts of the world, ONE, a major driver of earnings, is facing a tidal wave in its business environment.”
Global trends in 2023 will differ from those of the past two years
ONE – Ocean Network Express – is the joint venture containerline formed by NYK, MOL and K Line in 2017, and the major
propeller of the current record earnings all three companies are enjoying. Yukikazu Myochin, K Line’s president,
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commented: “Looking at the immediate business environment, a variety of unclear and uncertain situations have emerged
that could have a significant impact on economic activities, including the protracted crisis in Ukraine triggered by Russia
and the resulting surge in energy resource prices; the review of monetary easing measures in response to strong inflation
and rapid interest rate hikes; and the direction of China’s zero-covid policy.” Myochin said these combined factors make
future demand very difficult to ascertain.
Takeshi Hashimoto, the president of MOL, told his employees in his annual address that the shipping market is always
volatile, and he expects a reversal in market conditions. “The global economy is in an overall downtrend, and we have
also had to prepare for future market downturns,” Hashimoto warned, going on to outline plans to stabilise group
earnings by incorporating non-traditional shipping businesses such as property, which are in a different market cycle than
the shipping market, into MOL’s business portfolio.The MOL boss also revealed there were no plans to halt its energy
business, led by LNG, with Russia, something he said was in line with the direction of the Japanese government’s policy.
Source : Splash 247

The FAIRPLAY NUBLO inbound for Rotterdam-Merwehaven Photo : Cees van der Kooij (c)

WORLD CONTAINER INDEX INCREASES FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN 43 WEEKS
By : Ian Ackerman
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DREWRY’S composite World Container Index increased by 0.7% to US$2135.16 per 40-foot container this week – the first
increase in 43 weeks. While the index increased this week, it has dropped by 77% when compared with the same week
last year. The latest Drewry WCI composite index of US$2135 per 40-foot container is now 79% below the peak of
US$10,377 reached in September 2021. It is 21% lower than the 10-year average of US$2694, indicating a return to
more normal prices, but remains 50% higher than average 2019 (pre-pandemic) rates of US$1,420. The average
composite index for the year-to-date is US$2135 per 40-foot container, which is US$559 lower than the 10-year average
(US$2694 mentioned above). Freight rates on Shanghai – Rotterdam gained 10% or US$168 to US$1874 per FEU. Spot
rates on Shanghai – Genoa climbed 2% or US$47 to US$2926 per 40-foot box. However, rates on Rotterdam – New York
dropped 6% or US$400 to US$6589 per 40-foot container. Rates on Los Angeles – Shanghai and Shanghai – New York fell
3% each to US$1138 and US$3788 per 40-foot box, respectively. Rates on New York – Rotterdam slid 2% to US$1243
per FEU.Similarly, rates on Rotterdam – Shanghai and Shanghai – Los Angeles slipped 1% each to US$785 and US$1964
per 40-foot container, individually. Drewry said it expects small week-on-week reductions in rates in the next few weeks
source : Daily cargo News

SAL’s HILKE loading cable reels at the Offshore Technology park in Walker on the river Tyne Photo : Capt Alex (c)

Second Rescue for Virgin Voyages in Less Than a
Week

Virgin Voyages only has two active vessels, but both have assisted refugees in the Straits of Florida this
week.
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By : Melissa Mayntz
Virgin Voyages’ VALIANT LADY has assisted a boat of refugees near Cuba, the cruise line’s second such encounter in
less than a week. Unlike the first encounter by Scarlet Lady on New Year’s Eve, however, the refugees from the latest
incident chose not to board the cruise ship, but accepted supplies and continued on their way. VALIANT LADY is
currently sailing a 4-night roundtrip sailing from Miami, with calls on Key West, Florida and Bimini, The Bahamas. The ship
departed from Miami on Wednesday, January 4, 2023, with a day at sea to enjoy before the call on Key West. It was on
the afternoon of that day at sea on Thursday that the ship spotted a small boat in the Straits of Florida between Cuba and
the Florida Keys, roughly 75 miles (120 kilometers) southeast of Key West and almost directly south of Duck Key. The
small boat or raft, which was low in the water, appeared to be using a white piece of cloth to signal distress, though the
cloth could also have been intended as a makeshift sail or shade for the boat’s several occupants.
VALIANT LADY sent out a rescue craft to check on the boat and the refugees chose not to come aboard the cruise ship,
though they did accept food and water. After a short time, the rescue boat returned to the cruise ship, which then
continued on its way to Key West. The ship’s planned arrival to Key West at 8 a.m. on Friday, January 6, has not been
impacted, and it is unlikely that there will be any need for arrival or departure time adjustments. This is the second
refugee rescue for a Virgin Voyages ship in less than a week, as SCARLET LADY rescued 18 individuals from a makeshift
boat on December 31, in the same general region. In that incident, the small boat was dangerously overcrowded and
taking on water, so the refugees were taken aboard SCARLET LADY until they could be transferred to a United States
Coast Guard (USCG) vessel.
Why Not Bring the Refugees Aboard?
Cruise ships are obligated under maritime law to render assistance to any boat in distress, but there is no requirement
that individuals be brought aboard the larger ship if they refuse that assistance, unless their lives are in immediate
danger. At no time are any refugees considered prisoners or fugitives, and they are always accorded respect and
humanitarian aid as necessary. In the case of VALIANT LADY, it appears that the refugees refused the offer to board
the cruise ship, preferring instead to stay aboard their small craft with the hope they could make it safely to Florida.
Valiant Lady, the second “lady ship” of Virgin Voyages’ fleet, would have reported the location and nature of the
encounter to the USCG, and the authorities would have sent a vessel to investigate and render additional aid as needed,
or to take the refugees into custody if they were officially within United States waters without appropriate documentation.
In most cases, such refugees are safely repatriated to their home countries. Valiant Lady only debuted with Virgin
Voyages in March 2022, but is already honoring maritime traditions with her swift assistance to this refugee boat. With
increasing numbers of refugees being encountered in the Straits of Florida, however, it is unlikely to be her last encounter
with such a makeshift craft.source : CruiseHive

The KOOLE 31 with the barge K 10030 arrived at Brest Photo : Jacques Carney (c)

Iron ore dips on China COVID woes, weak
holiday demand

Dalian and Singapore iron ore futures fell on Thursday, pressured by worries about demand prospects in top steel
producer China, as a surge in COVID infections hit domestic economic activity. Overall sentiment was also dampened by
weakening steel demand during holiday and winter season in China. While China’s momentous dismantling of pandemic
controls has brightened the chances of a rebound for the world’s second-largest economy, COVID outbreaks have clouded
the near-term outlook. U.S. President Joe Biden raised concern about China’s handling of its outbreaks hours after the
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World Health Organisation said Beijing was under-reporting deaths from the disease. Iron ore’s most-traded May contract
on China’s Dalian Commodity Exchange ended daytime trade 1.2% lower at 840 yuan ($122.23) a tonne. On the
Singapore Exchange, benchmark February iron ore hit a session low of $113.55 a tonne. It ended little changed at
$115.10. “Steel mills have cut production ahead of the Spring Festival (later this month), and some have issued holiday
notices,” Huatai Futures analysts said in a note. Steel benchmarks also fell. Rebar on the Shanghai Futures Exchange shed
0.7%, hot-rolled coil dropped 0.4%, wire rod dipped 0.3%, and stainless steel slumped 2.5%. The Chinese steel market
may recover in 2023, but any gains would be limited mainly due to the lingering downward pressure from market
fundamentals and the macroeconomic environment, Mysteel consultancy reported, citing its chief analyst Wang Jianhua.
Other Dalian steelmaking inputs were firmer though, with coking coal up 0.2% while coke gained 0.4%. Coking coal hit a
six-week low on Wednesday in anticipation of increasing supply from Australia. China has allowed three governmentbacked utilities and its top steelmaker to resume coal imports from Australia, the first such move since Beijing imposed an
unofficial ban on coal trade with Canberra in 2020. Source: Reuters (Reporting by Enrico Dela Cruz in Manila;
Editing by Rashmi Aich and Uttaresh.V)

The NORMAND CUTTER anchored off Rio de Janeiro
Photo : Torleif Klokset Technical Manager Solstad Offshore ASA | Macaé | Brazil (c)

CASUALTY REPORTING

Tugboat crushes quay wall

The quay wall in Bremerhaven is battered over several meters in length
By: ALEXANDER MERTENS
The seawall of the quay in Kaiserhafen 1 is badly damaged. The concrete crumbles, stones and splinters lie on the ground
on land. Consequences of a ramming by the harbour tug "RT EVOLUTION". The port side of the tug was slightly
damaged in the accident The approximately 32 meter long, 7200 hp strong ship was on Tuesday afternoon on the way
from the Kaiserhafen in the direction of the new harbor on the way, when the captain drove shortly before the Dutch
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bascule bridge for unknown reasons with the ship against the bank fortification, even before it could pass the bridge. The
wall was crushed over a length of several meters, the tug was only slightly damaged, according to initial investigations.
After all, the bascule bridge remained intact during the rumble. The water police are still investigating how the accident
could have occurred. Source : Bild

NAVY NEWS

Price tag for navy, coast guard patrol ships soars
to $6.5 billion

Defence department, procurement services blame the pandemic for rising costs
By : Murray Brewster · CBC News
The first Arctic/Offshore Patrol Ship delivered, HMCS HARRY DeWOLF, is reportedly out of service until the spring.
It will cost Canadian taxpayers upwards of $6.5 billion to acquire six Arctic Offshore Patrol Ships for the navy and two
additional similar vessels for the coast guard, according to newly tabled documents and a statement from the federal
government. Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) says a contract amendment has been signed with Irving
Shipbuilding Inc. of Halifax, N.S. that allows for a top-up to the budget for the military ships and sets the contract price
for the coast guard vessels. The cost of the navy ships has now risen to $4.98 billion from an earlier projection of $4.3
billion. The contract for the coast guard vessels has been set at $1.6 billion — an increase of $100 million from the figures
tabled before Parliament last spring.
The news of the contract amendment was released quietly by PSPC this week in a media statement. It came days after
the department tabled an biannual report on the progress of major projects with the House of Commons government
operations and estimates committee (OGGO), which has been studying shipbuilding programs, among other things. The
report was delivered on Dec. 30, 2022, between Christmas and New Year's — leaving MPs with absolutely no opportunity
to question federal officials about the reasons for the higher price tags. Mary Keith, vice-president of communications for
J.D. Irving, told CBC News in Nova Scotia that the contract for the coast guard ships is good news for shipbuilders
because they now have the green light to start cutting steel. In a media statement, PSPC said it has undertaken a
thorough review of the program's projected costs and has built a contingency fund into the planning process to cover
"possible cost impacts due to higher than forecasted cost of materials."But critics say the Liberal government has not
provided much oversight of the shipbuilding program writ large and that costs continue to swell each year.
Ottawa pins blame on the pandemic
Early last year, MPs heard from Simon Page, assistant deputy minister of defence and marine procurement at PSPC. Page
gave them the most substantive testimony they'd heard from a government official about the status of the program. He
blamed spiraling costs in part on the fallout from the pandemic. "Unfortunately, just when the performance indicators
were looking good, the pandemic hit and it hit hard. I'm not saying that the pandemic is responsible for all the issues, but
it did not help the shipbuilding industry whatsoever," Page told the government operations committee under opposition
questioning. "We now have to deal with the additional costs shipyards are charging and the new schedules. We are
working closely with third parties to review everything and make sure that, as you said, the costs are justified." What the
government hasn't explained in great detail — and to the satisfaction of Parliamentarians — is why the coast guard
variant of the arctic patrol ship, which does not contain weapons and defensive systems, will cost more to build than the
navy ships.Andy Smith, the deputy commissioner of the Canadian Coast Guard in charge of shipbuilding, defended the
cost difference while testifying before Parliament on March 25, 2022. "Indeed, the ships may look the same, but they will
be fundamentally different," Smith said, noting that while the coast guard vessels lack armaments, their bridge wings
have been expanded. "There are some accommodation changes. The ships may look the same, but inside they will be
different. He said the comparison between the coast guard and military ships is unfair. "They will cost more, but in
fairness, look at the price of steel in the last two years. It has skyrocketed, and for the supply chain and the long-lead
items that were generated for the first six ships, a lot of the procurements were done four or five years ago," Smith said.
"So it's not untoward to think that the costs of ships seven and eight would be higher than those for the first six."
Critic calls out lack of transparency
Dave Perry, one of the country's leading defence procurement experts, said he's troubled by the government's lack of
transparency regarding the arctic patrol ship program and the larger, more expensive and vastly more complex plan to
replace the country's frigates.
For several years after the current Liberal government was elected, he said, parliamentarians had much more detailed
information at their fingertips about how the programs were unfolding and the factors driving them. "Back in 2017, and
for a couple of years afterwards, there was a significant effort on the part of National Defence, following government
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direction, to provide a much higher level of regular repeated information that was accessible on the internet about its
defence procurement projects," said Perry, vice-president of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, an Ottawa-based thinktank that occasionally holds events sponsored by defence contractors. "There was a lot of detail provided in the public
version of the investment plan, about the fiscal picture, National Defence, or how they're going to spend money. And then
that all basically evaporated."Perry said that while he understands the constraints that came with the pandemic, "it makes
zero sense" that it has been so hard to get basic information about the shipbuilding programs from the public service.
Three of the military versions of the arctic ships have been delivered to the navy. The other three are in various stages of
construction.
According to the Ottawa Citizen, the first of the navy's patrol ships — HMCS HARRY DeWOLF — is out of service until
April because of ongoing mechanical problems. There have also been concerns about some fittings and valves in the
ship's potable water system. An investigation revealed they were manufactured from alloys that exceeded the allowable
amount of lead, the Citizen reported last year. Work on the coast guard variant of the Arctic ships is expected to begin
this summer, with delivery expected around 2026.

France’s New Submarine Suffren Completes First
Operational Deployment

The French MoD announced that the French Navy' SUFFREN nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSN) and its blue crew
completed their first operational deployment with the Charles de Gaulle carrier strike group on January 4, 2023.
Nathan Gain 06 Jan 2023
Suffren entered “active duty” (admission au service actif in French) on 3 June 2022. Starting last november, SUFFREN
took part in the ANTARES mission, an operational deployment in the Mediterranean Sea and Indian Ocean. The presence
of France’s most advanced SSN in the Charles de Gaulle CSG was first announced by French President Emmanuel Macron:
During this deployment, the submarine contributed to the knowledge and anticipation of crises in areas of strategic
interest, thus contributing to France’s autonomous decision-making capability, the MoD added.

France’s New Submarine SUFFREN Escorts Charles de Gaulle carrier strike group for the First Time
Through these missions and its contribution with other deployed units, Suffren participated in the preparation of Navy
future operations in the region. Under the authority of the Task Force 473 staff, the Suffren SSN also validated its ability
to conduct a strike against land-based targets with a naval cruise missile (MdCN), in coordination with other units of the
Charles de Gaulle carrier strike group particularly the multi-mission frigates and Rafale Marine fighter jets. During
this operational deployment, the crew made a stopover in Souda Bay (Greece) before heading back to sea during the endDistribution : daily to 44400+ active addresses
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of-year celebrations. Completing a mission started on November 22, Suffren’s crew members were reunited with their
families upon their arrival at the quay. The submarine will now begin its annual maintenance period.

This operational deployment completes three cycles carried out by the two crews of the vessel since its departure from
the drydock (for maintenance) in April 2022. Since then, the submarine have been available for nearly 240 days, including
190 days at-sea. During this time, Suffren completed the validation of its operational capabilities before being admitted to
active service. Suffren-class SSNs carry out the same missions as Rubis-class SSNs (protection of high value units,
information gathering, intervention) with superior differentiating capabilities (speed, endurance, support of special forces,
ability to strike against land with cruise missiles). Source : Naval News

PLEASE MAINTAIN YOUR MAILBOX, DUE TO NEW POLICY OF THE
PROVIDER, YOUR ADDRESS WILL BE “DEACTIVATED” AUTOMATICALLY
IF THE MAIL IS BOUNCED BACK TO OUR SERVER
If this happens to you please send me a mail at newsclippings@gmail.com to reactivate
your address again
You can also read the latest newsletter daily online via the link :

http://newsletter.maasmondmaritime.com/ShippingNewsPdf/magazine.pdf

2,100 Sailors in Limbo as Pentagon Grapples With
End of COVID-19 Vaccine Mandate

By: Heather Mongilio
The Navy separated 25 active duty sailors between Nov. 28 and Dec. 28 due to their failure to get vaccinated against
COVID-19, the service told USNI News. Those sailors are likely the last sea service members to receive approved
separations over COVID-19 vaccine refusal under the Pentagon’s prior vaccination mandate. A provision in the Fiscal Year
2023 National Defense Authorization Act, signed by President Joe Biden on Dec. 23, removed the COVID-19 vaccine
mandate for active-duty service members.
Of the 25 active-duty sailors, one was an officer, while the other 24 were enlisted, Lt. Rachel Maul, a Navy spokesperson
with the Chief of Naval Personnel, told USNI News. Approximately 2,100 sailors received approved separations in the year
that the COVID-19 vaccine mandate was active. It is unclear how many sailors had left the service by the time the Biden
signed the NDAA and if those with approved separations that had not yet left service will still need to do so.
It also is unclear exactly how the Pentagon will roll out the end of the vaccine mandate and what that means for those
who received approved separations. The language in the NDAA did not require the Department of Defense to reinstate
service members who had been separated, but it encouraged the Pentagon to look to provide a way for those personnel
to rejoin, USNI News previously reported. Since Biden signed the NDAA into law, the Pentagon paused all actions in
regard to the COVID-19 vaccine mandate while working to create additional guidance, Pentagon Press Secretary Brig.
Gen. Pat Ryder told reporters Thursday. The Department of Defense has until Jan. 23 – 30 days from when Biden signed
the NDAA – to release the new guidance, Ryder said. Once that guidance is released, individual service branches can then
release their own guidelines for how they will implement the new DOD policies. “I will say that we will continue to
encourage all of our service members, civilian employees and our contractor personnel to get vaccinated and boosted to
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ensure the readiness of our force. And as we’ve said, as I’ve said, the health and readiness of our force will continue to be
crucial to our ability to defend the nation,” Ryder told reporters One question yet to be answered is if service members
who are not vaccinated will be considered operational or deployable. Under the vaccine mandate, those with an
exemption or a pending one were considered non-deployable. As of Thursday, the Navy’s COVID-19 update page was not
active. Source : USNI

SHIPYARD NEWS

Keppel FELS to construct substation for offshore
Asia-Pacific wind farm

Keppel FELS has a $130 million contract from an unnamed client to build an offshore substation for deployment at an
offshore wind site in the Asia-Pacific region. The full work scope comprises engineering, procurement, construction,
testing and commissioning for the 600-MW capacity substation. Work is due to be completed in 2025.
Source : Offshore Magazine

S.Korea’s shipbuilding orders log double-digit fall in
2022

South Korea’s shipbuilding orders logged a double-digit fall last year due to a sharp drop in global demand, the industry
ministry said Thursday citing data from Clarkson Research Services. New vessel orders, won by local shipbuilders, totaled
15.59 million compensated gross tonnage (CGT) in 2022, down 11.6 percent from the previous year’s 17.64 million CGT,
according to the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. It came as the global shipbuilding orders plunged by 21.6
percent from 53.62 million CGT in 2021 to 42.04 CGT in 2022. The South Korea-won shipbuilding orders accounted for 37
percent of the global total in 2022, up from 33 percent in the previous year and the highest in four years. The ministry
said the country secured the top one spot in terms of big-ticket orders and eco-friendly vessels last year. Domestic
shipbuilders booked 11.98 million CGT of high value-added ships, such as large-scale liquified natural gas (LNG) carriers,
large-size container ships and Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC), in 2022. It took up 58 percent of the combined global
orders for such ships at 20.79 million CGT. Local shipbuilders posted a 50 percent market share in contracts for ecofriendly vessels, mainly powered by LNG.In terms of value, the country won 45.3 billion U.S. dollars worth of shipbuilding
orders in 2022. Source: Xinhua

IIT-M incubated start-up builds 3D printed
structure for Kolkata shipyard

A start-up launched by IIT Madras alumni has built Kolkota’s first 3D printed structure at the Kolkata shipyard for Garden
Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GRSE). Tvasta Manufacturing Solutions, founded in 2016 by the alumni of the Indian
Institute of Technology Madras and specialising in construction of 3D printing, has built the structure as a technology
demonstrator for GRSE. Defence secretary Giridhar Aramane commissioned the structure that the GRSE would use to
monitor anti-submarine warfare shallow water craft. The GRSE has delivered 108 warships to India and other countries,
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according to a release. The 180 sq ft 3D printed modular site office was designed and executed in 10 days with a
customised design to offer comfortable working space for six to eight people. The printing of the modules of the structure
was done in two-and-a-half days at Tvasta’s factory in Chennai and transported to the site for assembly. V.S. Adithya, cofounder and chief executive officer of Tvasta, said the project depicted the necessity and capability of advanced
construction technology. The project made optimal use of durable material to ensure robustness and sustainability, reduce
wastage and lower carbon footprint, he said. Tvasta, based out of Chennai and Bengaluru, constructed the first 3D
printed house on the IIT Madras campus. It constructed the country’s first 3D monument “Ananta Siras” for the 75 th
anniversary of India Cements in Chennai in 2022. Source : The Hindu

ROUTE, PORTS & SERVICES

New member appointed to IMCA board

Hans Dieteren, Group Director for the Offshore Energy Division and member of the Executive Committee of Royal
Boskalis Westminster BV, where he is responsible for the business portfolio Offshore Heavy Lifting, Subsea Cables, and
Global Engineering, has been appointed a member of the board of the International Marine Contractors Association
(IMCA).
He joins the current board:
President & Chairman: Jonathan Tame, Subsea 7
Vice President & Vice Chairman: Luca Gentili, Saipem
Pieter Heerema, Allseas
Hugo Bouvy, DEME Offshore
Andy Seymour, Fugro
Kate Harvey, G+ Global Offshore Health and Safety Organisation
Michel Hendriks, Heerema Marine Contractors
Steve Sheppard, Helix Energy Solutions
David Jousset, TechnipFMC
Arnoud Kuis, Van Oord Offshore Wind
Allen Leatt, IMCA
IMCA’s President and Chairman of the Board, Jonathan Tame commented: “Our newest board member brings exceptional
expertise and insight to the offshore wind energy, oil and gas and dredging industries having worked with Boskalis since
2007 initially in their Dredging Division first as Manager for the European markets and then as the Business Unit Director
for Europe. “In 2017 he was appointed Business Unit Director for Seabed Intervention within the Offshore Division; and in
2021 he moved into his current role. and will complement our existing board members representing market leading
companies. Working, together the board continues to ‘move the dial’ in IMCA’s mission of improving performance in the
marine contracting industry.” Source : allaboutshipping

Sinopec breaks vertical well depth record by
drilling 8,866 m in Sichuan Basin, China
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China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation ("Sinopec") announced that its Yuanshen-1 risk exploration well in the Sichuan
Basin had successfully completed the drilling at a depth of 8,866 m, beating the previous deepest record in the Sichuan
Basin set by its Rentan-1 well.
A major breakthrough of Sinopec's "Project Deep Earth," the Yuanshen-1 well has reached the deepest oil and gas
formation in burial depth in the Sichuan Basin and further shows the great potential of deep ancient carbonate rocks in
the region.The Yuanshen-1 well has reached the deepest hydrocarbon reservoir in the Sichuan basin – the mound-shoal
complex of the platform marginal facies in Dengying Formation. During the exploration, the ultra-deep carbonate rock,
buried at a depth of over 8,700 m, still showed positive hydrocarbon evidence in the porous reservoir. Drilling to a depth
of over 8,000 m can bring many challenges for global industrial players. The large-size upper casing weighs 517 tonnes
(568.90 U.S. tons) at ground level, which is a challenge to the rig's lifting and casing capabilities.
The ultra-high temperature in the deep earth also has high requirements for the drilling fluid's stability and anti-pollution
capability, and coring at such depths is difficult and time-consuming. To combat these challenges, Sinopec has developed
five key technologies for ultra-deep drilling to support oil and gas exploration in deep and ultra-deep carbonate
reservoirs.On the same day, Sinopec officially unveiled the "Project Deep Earth – Natural Gas Base in Sichuan and
Chongqing", in collaboration with Sinopec Exploration Company, Sinopec Southwest Oil & Gas Company, Sinopec
Zhongyuan Oilfield Company, Sinopec Jianghan Oilfield Company and Sinopec East China Oil & Gas Company. This is
Sinopec's third "Project Deep Earth" base after the Shunbei oilfield and Jiyang shale oil bases.Sinopec has continually
advanced deep hydrocarbon exploration in the Sichuan Basin, mainly including conventional gas in deep marine carbonate
rocks and deep shale gas. It has discovered the Puguang, Yuanba and Chuanxi gas fields, and to date, Sinopec's annual
conventional gas production capacity from deep marine carbonate reservoirs has exceeded 12 billion m3.To date,
Sinopec's deep natural gas resources in the Sichuan Basin in areas with mineral rights have reached 15 trillion m3, which
holds a heavy weight for China's natural gas reserves and production growth. Source : Worldoil

Dutch intermezzo on the river het Scheur in Rotterdam where the heavy lift carrier "HAPPY RANGER" and the container
vessel "ORION" are passing each other under a generous morning sunshine Photo : Cees van der Kooij ©

Black Sea Shipping Rates Soar 20% as Reinsurers
Cut Cover

By Jonathan Saul
Costs for hiring ships to transport commodities from the Black Sea have risen by more than a fifth since the start of the
year, reflecting higher war risk insurance rates, industry sources said. The Black Sea is crucial for the shipment of grain,
oil and oil products. Its waters are shared by Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania and Turkey, as well as Russia and Ukraine. Since
Jan. 1, when policies are renewed, reinsurers that provide financial protection for insurance companies have added
exclusions for ships and planes for Belarus, Russia and Ukraine. Six insurance sources, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said an exodus of reinsurers from the market had added to unease over the risk of ship seizures by Russia
and liabilities related to the war in Ukraine, including floating mines or vessels getting stuck in ports for long periods Since
the introduction of exclusions this year, insurers who provide cover will not have the cushion of reinsurance in the event
of big claims. The sources said no vessels had lost their insurance provision, but they expected higher rates that would
vary depending on specific circumstances, and that war risk premiums had so far risen by more than 20%. That could add
to inflationary pressures, which last year reached multi-decade highs after the Ukraine war drove some commodity prices
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to record levels. "The effect of (the exit of reinsurers) is reducing (underwriting) capacity in the market for war risk and
will mean people will pay more this year," one marine insurance source involved said.
Ships typically have protection and indemnity insurance, which covers third-party liability claims including environmental
damage and injury. Separate hull and machinery policies cover vessels against physical damage. In addition, vessels
typically have annual war insurance policies. Last year, the Lloyd’s of London market declared the Black Sea and Sea of
Azov waters a high risk zone before Russia's invasion of Ukraine began on Feb. 24, meaning even ships entering areas not
close to Ukraine required an additional war policy. Known as breach cover, the policy has to be renewed every seven
days. Industry sources say breach war policies for hull insurance are up by 20%-25% since the end of last year, which
translates into additional costs of tens of thousands of dollars a day for a single voyage, and they are expected to rise
further. "For shipments going in and out of Russia you will find premiums going up. It could easily rise by 50% (from the
end of last year) to reflect the cost of capital from not being reinsured," another marine insurance source said. The rates
are calculated as a percentage of the value of a ship. Ships values vary from around $20 million for older vessels to over
$100 to $250 million for ultra modern tankers and liquefied natural gas (LNG) vessels. The cost of transporting crude oil
from non-Russian Black Sea ports is estimated at $80,000 a day for the smaller aframax tankers, slightly firmer from the
end of last year. Average tanker freight costs for aframaxes from Russian ports are quoted at $180,000 to $200,000 a
day. The freight rates exclude the additional war risk premiums plus other expenses such as fuel.Around 90% of the war
risk market for marine and aviation is insured in Lloyd's and the wider London commercial insurance market, industry
sources say. Source : Marinelink

Ambitious Namsung launches services between
Busan and Indonesia
By Martina Li in Taiwan

South Korea’s Busan Port is looking to Indonesia’s emerging market to increase its container volumes as more
manufacturers shift production from China to South-east Asia. The port authority has been working with feeder operator
Namsung Shipping to launch the Asian New Express, the domestic family-owned firms’s first South Korea-Indonesia
service, linking Busan with Tanjung Priok in Jakarta. Compatriot feeder operators Sinokor and Korea Marine Transport will
contribute another three vessels in due course to the service rotation of Busan-Ulsan-Shanghai-Ho Chi Minh City-Laem
Chabang-Jakarta-Hong Kong-Shenzhen. On 26 December, Namsung’s new 1,800 teu PEGASUS PROTO completed the
first round of the service, and Busan Port Authority said it was working with Namsung to launch a service between Busan
and Tanjung Perak, in Surabaya, hoping to realise synergies with BPA’s warehouse in Probolinggo Port in East Java. BPA
president Kang Joon-seok said: “We expect South Korean exporters will receive more competitive logistical support
through Namsung’s new service, and we will continue to create more shipping routes to Busan.” While the container
freight market has been normalising after two years of unprecedented highs, South Korea-Indonesia freight rates have
been steady, at around $1,600 per teu, after doubling over the past two years. This prompted Sinokor and Namsung to
order six 2,500-teu ships at Hyundai Mipo Dockyard last year, intending to deploy them on Indonesian services after
delivery this year and next. Meanwhile, besides the manufacturing shifts, the e-commerce market in South-east Asia has
been booming. Annually, Namsung is said to ship 500,000 teu to Busan, making it the third-largest contributor to the port
among container lines. Namsung CEO Kim Yong-kyu said having commenced operations in 1975, initially focusing on
services within East Asia, the company had diversified its services beyond Vietnam and Thailand and was now exploring
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the possibility of providing land transport as it moves towards becoming a “comprehensive logistics provider”. Source :
theloadstar.

$3 Billion Forecast to be Invested in New Anchor
Handlers to Meet Floating Wind Demand

By : Philip Lewis
Floating wind is an emerging technology. Currently being tested in small scale demonstration and pilot projects, global
floating wind commissioned capacity at the end of 2022 was less than 200 megawatts (MW). By 2030, close to 11
gigawatts (GW) of commercial scale wind farms are planned to be commissioned in Europe and the Asia Pacific Region.
Then, 2030-2035 will see a period a high commissioning activity as the U.S. joins established European and Asia Pacific
markets. Floating installed capacity is forecast to reach 63 GW by 2035. This translates to the installation of close to 4,000
floating turbines, over 16,000 anchors and close to 17,000 mooring lines. These are the findings of a new report and
market forecast for floating wind farm installation vessel demand through 2035 prepared by Intelatus Global Partners. In
the report, Intelatus provides an overview of the industry and an assessment of the underlying market drivers likely to
prevail through the 2035 forecast period. Then Intelatus presents our forecast for floating offshore wind turbine
installation vessel demand. Next, Intelatus profiles the mooring pre-lay, towing and hook-up vessel supply side and
analyze the supply and demand balances through the forecast period. Finally, Intelatus presents several case studies of
existing floating wind projects. Whereas floating wind projects will leverage experiences from the bottom-fixed industry,
there will also be many differences, particularly in how floating turbines are constructed and installed. The differences
drive demand for a different type of vessel than seen for bottom-fixed offshore wind projects. For floating wind projects,
we will see the largest anchor handlers and light subsea construction vessels deployed to pre-install mooring systems
designed to maintain the position of the floating wind turbines, to tow the structures from port and to hook-up the
floating turbines to pre-existing moorings. For example, the analysis identifies the optimal size of anchor handling tug
supply (AHTS) vessels for mooring pre-lay as having a bollard pull of at least 250 tonnes and a clear back deck of over
800 square meters.
The large anchor handling segment has seen limited recent new building activity due to poor market conditions in the
core oil and gas sector, with only five large anchor handlers delivered in the last five years. Oil and gas activity is currently
picking up, reducing available supply. The challenge is accentuated by an aging fleet, much of which becomes technically
uncompetitive by 2030. As a result, our forecast identifies a large anchor handler shortage of around 30 vessels after
2030. Newbuilding prices for large anchor handlers were around $80-85 million in 2015/16, when large anchor handlers
were last contracted. Since then, there has been limited activity to guide price estimates. However, a capital cost estimate
of at least $100 million per vessel seems reasonable, meaning that potentially $3 billion will be invested in new built
optimal anchor handlers to meet floating wind demand. Source : MarineLink

The Inui bulk carrier KEN ANN dominating the inner harbour at Lyttelton NZ on January 5, with the coastal container ship
MOANA CHIEF (Christmas-New Year lay-up) and bulk carrier ROSE HARMONY also prominent. Photo: Nick Tolerton

New RORO business to Hambantota International
Port in 2023
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HIP’s RORO numbers, which is expected to increase rapidly this year, was endorsed by NYK vessel MV HERMES
LEADER, which arrived at the port this week, with new volumes. A total of 1156 units which came from India will be
transshipped to South Africa, Jordan, Sudan and Tanzania.
“While NYK has transshipped vehicles from Hambantota International Port in the past, this latest consignment is from an
entirely new segment of their RORO business. Hambantota International Port Group (HIPG) has been growing the RORO
business gradually in the past 5 years by aggressively marketing its services and regular overseas visits to the shipping
line principles to promote the port. It is becoming an attractive new destination for transshipment of vehicles due to HIP
delivering to meet the Shipping Line Customers demand for high quality, efficient and reliable services. In order to meet
the new demand, HIP is currently evaluating options to invest in additional storage yard areas”, says Tissa
Wickramasinghe; COO of Hambantota International Port Group (HIPG).The main shipping lines operating to and from HIP
in the RORO business include Hyundai Glovis, K Line, MOL, NYK Line, Eastern Car Liner, Hoegh Autoliners and Gold Star
Line. In the year 2022, HIP handled a total volume of 558,188 units through 249 vessel calls. Source: Hambantota
International Port

Qingdao Port gets fast start for 2023

Qingdao Port, a subsidiary of Shandong Port Group, was hustling and bustling on Sunday, the first day of the New Year,
foreshadowing what is expected to be strong performance in 2023. Loading and unloading tasks was completed for 11
vessels at the terminals and 22 that were berthed or nearby, said Sun Jiang, an executive of Qingdao Qianwan Container
Terminal Co.“Ten vessels came from or will sail to member countries of the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership. The routes are connected to ports in China, Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand and the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations,” Sun said. The loading and unloading work surpassed 30,000 TEUs on the first day, he added.
At the fully automated container terminals at Qingdao Port, daily handling capacity grew by 37.3 percent of year-on-year,
a new high.
Shandong Port Group reported its 2022 performance on Thursday. The port conglomerate’s cargo handling capacity
reached more than 1.6 billion metric tons, and container handling capacity exceeded 37 million TEUs, ranking first and
third, respectively, in the world.
Qingdao Port took the lead among the units of the port group. Its container handling capacity ranked fifth in the world,
and the efficiency of its terminals remained No 1 worldwide. Source: China Daily

Iran, Russia sign deal to build ship for Caspian
Sea port

Iran and Russia have signed a contract for building a cargo ship for the Caspian Sea port of Solyanka, Iran’s Press TV
reported on Wednesday. According to the report, the Russian side will manufacture a cargo ship for Iran to be used at
Solyanka, which is located in the southern Russian city of Astrakhan and jointly developed by the two countries.
The order, which has been placed by the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL), aims at “strengthening the
transportation network of the Caspian Sea” and renovating the IRISL fleet, Mehdi Akuchakian, Iran’s consul general in
Astrakhan, was quoted as saying at the signing meeting with the Russian port officials. He said the vessel would be
capable of carrying all kinds of cargo, indicating that the contract would boost trade and commercial relations between
Iran and Russia. “It will have a positive effect on the reduction of the final price of Iranian and Russian export goods, and
as a result, the quality of life of the people of the two countries will improve,” Akuchakian added.To develop the NorthSouth Transport Corridor, which links India to Central Asia through Iran, it is necessary to provide more ships and
strengthen the infrastructure of port services, Akuchakian noted.The IRISL is investing 10 million U.S. dollars in the
Solyanka port, part of which has been funded through Russian banking loans. Source: Xinhua
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…. PHOTO OF THE DAY …..

Referring to the Sinking of the ONEGO TRAVELLER near the Bahama’s above the vessel seen in better times navigating
the Oude Maas passing Puttershoek Photo : Chris Rombouts ©
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